
Supporting your needs

Heads,shoulders, 
hips and toes
Supporting  kids  wherever they  go



i2i Head support
For many years I have cared 
for a child with head control 
issues and he has particularly 
high tone. Although he had the 
ability to control and drive his 
own wheelchair, there were two 
significant issues which made 
this process very tricky and 
tiring for him. 

First, he had great difficulty in keeping 
his head upright and in midline; a task 
which drew all his focus and effort. 
Secondly, he found it difficult to drive 
because of the embedded switches in 
the head rest we were provided with, 
which simply didn’t suit his needs. 
 
Some of the other children in the school 
had seen great positional success 
with the i2i Stealth head support, 
provided by BES Rehab, so I decided to 
contact the local representative for an 
assessment with the child.

After a quick and hassle free 
assessment, I could see immediately 
that the i2i, with Stealth’s unique swing 
away egg switches and mounts would 
work brilliantly. A few weeks later the 
representative fitted the items to the 
chair, and the improvements to the  
child were dramatic and immediate.

The i2i head support helped him keep 
his head upright, and in midline with 
minimum effort. Not only did the i2i 
enable him to see all around, but also 
use all his effort towards concentrating 
on school work and computing rather 
than simply struggling to maintain a 
position. The egg switches he now uses 
require very little force to press, and 
are full surface contact so he can touch 

them anywhere at any angle and get a 
response. Also because of the way they 
are mounted it is much easier for him 
to drive his chair. 

In fact, he began driving around the 
school immediately after the fitting. 
The i2i Stealth head support from BES 
Rehab is a brand new concept in head 
control and neck positioning, and the 
success we have had with my child has 
radically and completely changed his 
life in the most positive way.  
 
I would not hesitate for a second in 
recommending the i2i Stealth Head 
Support to anybody with complex 
head/neck positioning needs.

Pauline Moulds
Teaching Assistant
St Francis School
Lincoln

Case Studies

Hip Grip®

Michaela is an active 12-year-old girl with cerebral palsy. She 
has been using the Hip Grip® for several months and shows 
significant improvement in her posture and functional reach. 

Her forward and downward reach have more than doubled, and her lateral reach has 
increased by 500%. With the additional pelvic support provided by the Hip Grip®, 
Michaela no longer suffers leg cramping after a day at school. Most importantly, 
Michaela feels considerably less anxious in her wheelchair with the support of 
the Hip Grip®. She says, “I can bend down without feeling that I am going to fall, 
which is a big improvement!” Michaela’s teacher also reports that she shows more 
confidence and initiative in moving around the classroom.
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BES Rehab Ltd is known as the provider of top quality equipment, and has always understood 
the importance of postural management. We appreciate that every client is different, hence the 
need for equipment is not always the same from person to person. We do not treat equipment 
as commodities. Rather we aim to bring together best of class products from around the world 
which not only promote postural support, but also provide comfort, to make sure that individuals 
get the equipment they are looking for to suit their needs.

We originally focused on offering solutions for adults, but through our journey of 20 years 
of experience, we have recognised that it is not just essential for adults, but also children 
to be seated correctly. Children need to be prescribed the right cushion with the right 
belt, a comfortable back support, and the right head support. Since children have growing 
bones and muscles, the consequences of seating them incorrectly will position their 
bodies poorly for life. Hence BES has brought together world class products in the smallest 
sizes, taking these needs into consideration. We also realise that kids grow up quickly, 
and by their teens, start needing adult size products – our ranges look ahead to these 
stages of life. We now have a portfolio of products that go from kids sizes all the way up 
to extra large adult sizes. This catalogue focuses solely on getting your children the right 
equipment you need. We welcome you proudly to the BES Rehab Kids Catalogue. 

About BES Rehab Ltd

“BES Rehab’s mission is to bring together world leading products to its customers. 
Alongside these products, BES Rehab aims to offer broad ranging training and education, 
and match this with a high level of service. This combination means that those who have 
a disability, are in care, or are temporarily unwell, can receive the highest quality of care 
materials that they deserve, whether it is through the NHS or privately.”

BES Rehab Ltd is a leading provider of rehabilitation and assistive technology products 
and decontamination equipment to the public and private healthcare sectors. Established 
in 1993 as ‘Better Ergonomic Seating’, BES Rehab has grown over the years to become 
a company that offers a broad range of products and services that have lead BES to 
becoming a respected player in our industry. 

BES Rehab Ltd is a member of the British Healthcare Trades Association (BHTA) with an 
Office of Fair Trading (OFT) approved Code of Practice. Many of BES Rehab’s members of 
staff who work on the Rehab side of the business are members of the Posture and Mobility 
Group, and of the ATP Society, which gives them the education, support, and qualifications 
needed to operate professionally in the Rehab sector. 

BES Rehab Ltd was first ISO 9001 and 13845 certified in 2005. BES Rehab has also been 
awarded Bodypoint’s Outstanding Distributor over many years, and in 2007 gained 
Bodypoint’s ‘Excellence in Product Education’ award. 

BES Rehab promotes Varilite’s unique pressure care and positioning cushions and back 
supports for wheelchairs, Bodypoint’s positioning and support belts and harnesses, 
Stealth head supports including the unique i2i, Shear Comfort medical sheepskin and 
wool products, FSA pressure mapping systems, and SlideAssist manual handling products. 
Alongside these product ranges, BES Rehab offers broad ranging training and education 
services, as we believe this the key to obtaining true value from our products. 

Superior Service
• Fast turnaround for orders
• Highly trained office and sales  
 personnel
• National coverage
• Dedicated service engineers

Understanding our 
Customers
Every customer has a different need, 
and we pride ourselves on being able to 
listen to those needs and support them 
by offering the right solution, hence our 
by-line “Supporting your needs.” 

Education
Achieved through: training our 
customers how to assess their clients’ 
clinical needs, and thereby get the 
best from our products.

Providing our customers with the 
knowledge they need, to make 
informed decisions that lead to 
patients getting the best level of 
care possible.

Integrity
We pride ourselves in providing world-
leading products which are ethical 
and of clinical value to our customers. 

Welcome to the Kids Catalogue
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Why do you need to 
position the head?

 

Our world is built around vertical (gravity-based) axes, and horizontal axes which are 
at right angles to the vertical axes. Holding one’s head  to line up with these axes, in 

order to maintain the orientation of the head, is important for many normal functions 
and day to day activities. Good seating should facilitate a horizontal eyeline, and for 

this you may not be able to line  up other parts of the body in exactly the same 
plane as the head. Thus it is often important to position the head first 

before determining the placement of other components in a 
seating system. 

Even though pelvic stability is usually considered to be the most important foundation of good 
posture, it is the head that needs to be positioned correctly for most functional purposes. Thus, 
positioning the head in the right place is not just an important aspect of good posture, it is also 
essential for carrying out daily functional activities including eye contact, social interaction, spatial 
awareness, balance, swallowing, digestion, breathing etc. which can each be  affected if the head 
is not positioned correctly.

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

Once the head is positioned correctly, it is important to position 
the trunk region of the body in an upright posture, which also 
helps in day to day functions like digestion, swallowing, and 
breathing. Individuals with poor torso control and weak muscles 
reach out to do daily activities but are unable to return back to 
neutral position and hence it is essential that the torso is well 
supported with dynamic secondary supports. Imagine the pelvis 
as a large ball: it has the potential of displacement in all three axes, 

which can be a good thing on one hand as this flexibility is the 
body’s way of accommodating distortions elsewhere, but on the 
other could prove bad as it could cause obliquity, rotation, and 
anterior and posterior tilt tendencies. Hence correct assessment 
and the right pelvic positioning devices can be used to correct the 
position of the pelvis. It is important to correct positioning of the 
lower body, as it affects balance and freedom of movement of the 
upper body.

Restraint, 
rest, or support? Are 

all of these functions possible 
in the one head positioning item?

 
A head restraint as the name suggests limits the movement of the head, 

but in terms of crashworthiness it can protect against high impact accidents 
and whiplash. A headrest, on the other hand, is specially designed to give the 
client a cushion on which to rest the occipital area of the head. It catches the 

head when a chair is reclined or tilted, and acts as a rest when the client is 
tired of holding their head. A head support is mainly used to support the 

sub occipital part of the head and is a positioning device. It helps promote 
feeding, digestion, swallowing, breathing, and eye contact, by holding 

and positioning the head in midline. Some head supports act as 
head rests for the occipital area, while supporting the sub 

occipital area of the head.
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What head control does BES offer?

Stealth Products has invested over 10 years of experience and innovation in the Rehab market to 
develop products which make day-to-day life better for the end user giving comfort, positioning and 
functionality. BES Rehab Ltd has always believed in providing assistive technology, premium quality, 
and innovative and modern products that cater to every individual’s needs. BES Rehab Ltd offers a 
wide range of head rests and head supports for children in small sizes.

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

APComfortOB Combo i2iFeature Ultra

Headrest/Occipital

Comfort

Washable/Interchangeable covers

Replaceable Pad

Sub-Occipital

Facial Pad option

Versatility

Broader Options

All Round support
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Tone Deflector

17mm ball TD-100

TD-10125mm ball

Back View
This receives the hardware 
mounted to the back

Front View
This piece mounts to the 
headrest

Easy Disassemble 
Disassembled view

Comfort Plus Headrest
A headrest is essential for those kids who have some degree of head control, but need a 
cushion to catch their head when their chair is tilted, or reclined. Hence the most important 
feature of a  headrest is comfort. The Comfort Plus Headrest is made of a double layered 
foam, which provides excellent comfort and cushioning to a child’s occipital area of the 
head. It provides a soft yet stable head pad when a child is tired of holding up their head 
and needs a comfortable cushion to rest on. The Comfort Plus Headrest can be attached 
onto a choice of square or round shaped stems depending on the child’s needs. The Comfort 
Plus headrest is easy to set up, the pad is machine washable and interchangeable.

Tone Deflector 
For children with high tone, the Comfort Plus headrest when used with a tone deflector 
acts as a great means of absorbing the energy of the head going backwards. This device 
absorbs quick impact compression and diverts angled loading. It offers a 10 degree 
deflection of high tone impact in any direction. It is easy to assemble and is attached at 
the back of the headrest making it discreet for the user. 

Tri-Comfort Plus 
The Tri-Comfort Plus is now available with lock-in-place hinges for the lateral 
aspects, making it easy to position the ‘wings’ in a precise chosen position.

New



Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

Ultra 
The Ultra head support system offers the greatest adjustability, and has the capability 
of adding a portfolio of options and accessories making it an excellent system for 
virtually any client’s needs. The Ultra can be used with all the Stealth headrests and head 
supports: thus it is the most customisable head support system and the most versatile 
one. It has the ability of providing occipital and sub occipital support with the flexibility 
of having two separate pads each catering to a different area of the head. Using the 
occipital pad in the Ultra system acts as a head rest and a posterior boundary minimising 
hyperextension due to high tone or reflexes. The sub-occipital pad of the Ultra provides 
posterior and lateral support with bendable arms to give more adjustability and support 
where needed.

OB
The OB is the most basic headrest from Stealth Products. It acts as a headrest that is 
robust and ergonomically formed to cup  the occipital area of the head. 

Combo 
The Combo is a more customisable combination of a headrest and a head support.  
Its central posterior pad acts as a headrest, while the adjustable side pads act as lateral 
supports helping the head stay in a midline position. The lateral pads provide a high 
degree of adjustability for accommodating a wide range of head positions, thus providing 
excellent support where needed. 

All Positioning (AP) Head Support 
The All Positioning (AP) head support does the job of a headrest and a head support.  
It acts as a rest for the occipital area, while on the other hand supports the sub occipital 
area of the head. The head pad has  soft cushioning making it  comfortable. The AP 
is backed with memory metal which can be  adjusted to shape the head support to 
accommodate special support needs of a child.   

The AP is the most discrete and sleek head support in the Stealth range of products.  
The pads are interchangeable and the covers are washable. It can be used with add-ons 
such as facial pads and egg switches. APs are available from X-small and small sizes. 
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i2i Head Support
The I2i is an excellent support system for those who have weak head control or low tone 
where it is vital to provide ample support in all directions. For clients with high tone, but 
poor head control, the i2i provides lateral and posterior support that invites individuals 
back into a midline position.  
 
The i2i provides occipital and sub-occipital support and helps position the neck correctly 
in cases of neck hyperextension. In brief, the unique form of the i2i provides a maximal, 
proximal, foundational connection between the head and the neck, forming a support 
system that acts as an exoskeleton. 

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

What is the i2i made up of?

Head Pad
The head pad is one of the main components of the i2i.  
The head pad provides all-round support to the sub-occipital 
region of the head, both posteriorly and laterally. The anterior 
arms of the head pad provide an anterior thoracic boundary 
that channels movement into a midline position. The lateral 
components to the head pad provide cervical support while 
maintaining range of motion, so if a child begins to extend,  
the head is brought back to a more neutral position.

The advantage of using the i2i is that it encourages the head 
to stay in the midline position, thus discouraging adverse reflex 
postures and providing appropriate proprioceptive input. 
The head pad comes in a choice of a standard profile or a 
low profile version, depending on the area where support is 
needed. The standard profile acts as a head support catering 
for the occipital and sub occipital area. The low profile focuses 
more on the sub occipital region of the head and is the best 
choice for child who requires more emphasis on midline 
positioning. 

The head pad also comes with arm options such as the 
standard arms and laterally adjustable arms. The standard 
arms range from 11.4 cm to 19.1 cm length, while the short 
arms range from 11.4 cm to 14 cm.

Chin Prompt
The chin prompt is an option that provides additional anterior 
head positioning. It can be used as a therapeutic tool to 
encourage neck muscle strengthening achieved by raising or 
lowering the chin prompt. 

The chin prompt is an excellent support for the chin, preventing 
the head from rolling forward. The chin prompt acts both as a 
rest and support for the neck and chin. Chin prompts prove to 
be a great tool during feeding. The chin prompt should not be 
used during transportation. 

A standard off-the-shelf i2i comes with mounting hardware 
in the form of a round tubing stem, and mounting bracket to 
attach it to a wheelchair back support. 

Options of a square tubing stem with various adapter plates 
are also available for mounting to specialist seating systems 
provided by a range of manufacturers, including Leckey, Jenx, 
JCM, and R82.

New

A trachea chin prompt is now available for 
children requiring more space in front of the neck.
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What are 
Facial Pads and Rods?

 
Facial pads are like having multiple hands on the facial area where the child needs 

extra support to bring the head to a neutral position or a cushion to rest on when the 
head tires. This is specially a good option in combination with the i2i for children with 
low tone. To hold these facial pads in position, rods are available in different lengths 

to place the pad in the required position. These facial rods are attached through 
a Swing Away System and can be easily moved out of the way as and 

when not needed, and then locked back into the 
original position.

Mounting Hardware and Stem options

Stem options  
The Stealth range can be used with a variety of stems depending on the child’s wheelchair. A headrest or head support should be 
considered as a complete system, including a head pad with or without further accessories, a stem, and a mounting bracket,  
hence it is essential to pick the right options. Stem options for i2i and Ultra have a flip down mount.

TWB486-17FDM
Link Style stem

¾” square tubing

Stem Options for Headrest and Head supports for OB, Comfort, AP and Combo Stem Options for i2i and Ultra

HMO400
Standard Straight ½” 

square tubing

HMO475
Multi-Axis

½” square tubing

TWB480
Link Style stem

¾” round tubing

TWB485
Link Style stem

¾” square tubing

TWB480-17FDM
Link Style stem ¾” round 
tubing with 17” ball joint. 

Accessories and Options for Stealth Headrests and Head Supports

Fabric and Foam - (Covers and Pads)
Pads and facial pads for Stealth headrests and head supports are 
available in either foam or gel options depending on the amount 
of force distribution the child requires. The covers come in various 
options of Neoprene, Reverse Dartex, Vinyl, and Medical Sheepskin.

Egg Switches and Egg Switch Mount
Our Egg Switches actuate from anywhere on their surface with 
minimal force, also providing both audio and tactile feedback.  
They are dirt resistant and can be cleaned easily. These switches 
can be attached almost anywhere aaround the head or elsewhere 
on the chair and come in a variety of colours. An Egg Switch Mount 
is essential to be able to mount an Egg Switch. 

Mounting Hardware 
To be able to mount a headrest or head support onto the back of a wheelchair, it is necessary to have the correct 
mounting bracket that fits with the tubing of the stem and the style of the seating system.

Mounting Adapter Plates
Specialist adapter plates are available to fit the mounting bracket to pre-drilled holes on specific seating 
systems such as those from JCM, Jenx, Invacare, R82 and Leckey. *for Codes see page 9.

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

Swing away system Facial Pad Facial Rod Egg Switch Mount Egg Switch Egg Switches

What is a  
Swing Away System?

 
Our Swing Away System offers a unique 100 degree 

swing away mechanism to swing back rods with  
attached switches or facial pads, which is important for 
easy transfers, therapy, and fatigue issues. Even when 

swung away, the system does not lose its 
settings and regains its original position 

once brought back. 
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1. Select Pads

OB Series

OTSM250 Small

Combo Series

CB315 Small

CPN350 Niño 6”

CP450 8”

Comfort Plus Series

AP150 XSmall

AP250 Small

All Positioning Series

i2i Standard Profile
Code Size/Description Neck Circumference Arm Length

i2i250 Niño X Small 5-7” (12.7 - 17.8 cm) 4.5” (11.4 cm)

i2i252 Niño X Small, gel inserts 5-7” (12.7 - 17.8 cm) 4.5” (11.4 cm)

i2i350 Niño Small 7-9” (17.8 -22.9 cm) 4.5” (11.4 cm)

i2i352 Niño Small, gel inserts 7-9” (17.8 -22.9 cm) 4.5” (11.4 cm)

i2i450 Small 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 6.5” (16.5 cm)

i2i452 Small, gel inserts 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 6.5” (16.5 cm)

i2i451 Small Short Arm 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 4.5” (11.4 cm)

i2i453 Small Short Arm, gel inserts 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 4.5” (11.4 cm)

i2i Low Profile

Code Size/Description Neck Circumference Arm Length

i2i455 Small 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 6.5” (16.5 cm)

i2i457 Small, gel inserts 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 6.5” (16.5 cm)

i2i470 Small, adj arms 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 6.5” (16.5 cm)

i2i477 Small, adj arms, gel inserts 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 6.5” (16.5 cm)

i2i456 Small Short Arm 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 4.5” (11.4 cm)

i2i458 Small Short Arm, gel inserts 9-11” (22.9 -27.9 cm) 4.5” (11.4 cm)

2a. Add i2i Chin Prompts (Optional)

i2i461 Small Trachea Chin Prompt

i2i260 Niño XSmall

i2i360 Niño Small

i2i460 Small 

i2i Chin Prompt

Ultra Pads - Sub-Occipital 

610 6.4 x 2.25”

2B. Ultra Pads - Occipital 

CPN530 6 x 3.75” Open cell foam

500 6 x 3.75”

510 4.5 x 2”

520 3 x 3”

530 3 x 2”

Ultra Pads - Occipital 

3. Select Mounting Hardware

HMO400 Straight 1/2” square tubing

HMO475 Multi-axis square tubing

TWB480 Link Style, 3/4” round tubing

TWB485 Link Style, 3/4” square tubing

TWB480-17FDM Link Style, 3/4” round tubing, Flip Down Mount

TWB486-17FDM Link Style, 3/4” square tubing, Flip Down Mount

Mounting Hardware

4. Select Mounting Adapter Plates (Optional)

i2iBRK For R82 chairs

i2iLECKEY 117-615 For Leckey Mygo/Squiggles chairs

i2iLECKEY 117-728 For Leckey CAS chairs

E-SBM-310 For Invacare REA chairs

SBMJENX For Jenx chairs

SBMJCM For some JCM chairs

XC34/17Z For CAPS Lynx chairs

XC34/18Z For CAPSII chairs

XC34/19Z For MiniCAPS chairs

Mounting Adapter Plates

5. Select Accessories (if required)

SUNS9-CM Niño Central Mount

SUNS9-E Niño Rod Holder

SUS9-CM Standard Central Mount

SUS9-E Standard Rod Holder

CPS9-CM Comfort Plus Central Mount

CPS9-E Comfort Plus Rod Holder

SUH100-61 Figure of Eight Mount (for 2 rods together)

Swing Away Systems (to mount rods)

ESM Egg Switch Mount

ESBLK Black

ESRED Red

ESGRN Green

ESYEL Yellow

ESBLU Blue

ESEXT Extension lead

Egg Switches

FP910 3 x 2”

FP900 4.5 x 2”

FP920 6.4 x 2.25”

FP930 6.4 x 1.5”

FP910G 3 x 2”, gel pad

FP900G 4.5 x 2”, gel pad

FP920G 6.4 x 2.25”, gel pad

FP930G 6.4 x 1.5”, gel pad

Facial Pads

SU262 6”

SU260 9”

SU264 13”

SU265 18”

Facial Rods (to mount pads or switches)



Positioning the head correctly is vital, but weak trunk muscles could mean that an 
individual trying to reach, for example to fulfil normal daily activities, might not be 
able to return to a neutral balanced position. Hence dynamic secondary supports 
such as harnesses are valuable aids, providing a certain degree of elasticity, thus 
assisting the torso to return to a neutral position. It is also important to provide 
posterior and lateral support to clients with poor trunk control. Back and lateral 
supports provide the essential posterior and lateral positioning control. 

Shoulders
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ADI is a well-established manufacturer of high quality and innovative seating solutions designed 
for wheelchair users to enhance mobility, independence, and well-being. ADI has always believed 
in evaluating and addressing the root of a problem in order to provide an effective and long 
lasting solution. The ADI range is designed by an active wheelchair user who knows from personal 
experience the needs of a wheelchair occupant. BES Rehab Ltd distributes the ADI back supports 
which are lightweight (from 750g) and durable, promoting two options of either a carbon fibre 
shell or an aircraft quality aluminium shell. These backs are designed for clients with extra 
positioning needs and comfort, and come in the smallest of sizes. 

Active Back contour depths
2.5” (65.5mm)

Deep Back contour depths
4” (100mm)

Aluminium back shell Carbon Fibre back shell

Aluminium back heights
Low: 10” (25cm)

Medium: 13” (33cm)

Carbon fibre back heights
Low: 10” (25cm)

Medium: 13” (33cm)

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

In association with:
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NewADI Back Supports
ADI offers back support options 
with shells either made of carbon fibre or 
aircraft quality aluminium. These backs 
provide better positioning and support 
for active children and hence come in 
either an active style or deep contour 
depending on the kid’s needs. The width 
of these backs begins from 10” which 
normally will fit a 10-12” wheelchair. 

The active back is normally 2.5” deep, 
while the contoured deep back is 
4” deep. ADI offers three heights 
of backs for kids, a low back (10”) a 
medium back (13”), and a standard 
back (16”). These backs are lightweight 
making them an excellent option for 
young self-propellers. The backs come 
with a choice of mounting options:

Fixed Elite 
Stationary mounting with fixed 
positioning which is designed to 
maximise user performance, is 
lightweight with no moving parts.

Width Adjustable Elite
Similar in design to the Fixed Elite, 
comes with an added benefit of width 
adjustment, specially made for rigid 
chairs that do not have standard widths.

2 Point Pro 
Stationary mounting with adjustable 
positioning offer that offers angle 
and depth adjustments for manual 
rigid or power chair users.

Quick Release 
Removable mounting with adjustable 
positioning that enable angle and 
depth adjustments with an 
added function of quick 
release hardware.



Air and Dual-Stiffness Foam Cushion
The Icon Back System incorporates a Varilite air-foam flotation cushion. Sculpted foam fits the shell 
contour without bunching. Multi-stiffness foam is thickest behind the vertebral column. Soft foam protects 
the sensitive areas of the spine while firmer foam supports the sides of the trunk. A two-way valve allows 
adjustment of air in and out of the cushion for a custom fit and adaptive comfort. 

Icon Mid Back
The Icon Mid Back system is a must have 
for excellent comfort combined with
support and positioning to improve trunk 
control and decrease fatigue. This back
supports the child just below the scapulae 
so that the back doesn’t interfere with 
arm movement while propelling and 
other activities.

Icon Tall Back
The Icon Tall Back is an excellent option 
for children who do not have good 
trunk control and need extra support. 
The Icon Tall Back supports the back 
to the top of the shoulders, i.e to the 
scapulae, and provides a suitable site 
to attach anterior trunk supports and 
head positioning items. The curved 
shell provides for moderate positioning 

needs, but to which Varilite laterals can 
be added. The Tall Back has passed 
transportation crashworthiness tests.

Icon Deep Back
The Icon Deep Back is an excellent 
option for children who do not have 
good trunk control and need extra lateral 
support. The Deep Back has also passed 
transportation crashworthiness tests.
 

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

Varilite Icon Back Support

Leaning against a comfortable back is normally a user’s first priority, and the Icon Back System 
is designed to provide the most comfortable seating along with proper positioning and postural 
support. Rollover cushion and cover, air and dual stiffness foam cushioning, and breathable fabric 
are the essential elements that make this possible. 

Breathable Fabric
The spacer knit fabric cushion cover increases air-flow between the user and the 
back support. Reticulated foam sewn under the knit fabric provides additional air 
exchange, plus pressure distribution. The cover is machine washable. 

Roll over Cushion and Cover
The Icon Back System features an innovative rollover cushion and cover to protect the user from contact with 
the edge of the shell during extension or weight shifting activities. The cushion is secured inside the cover so 
that it stays in place. Children can perform their daily activities with confidence, happily, and comfortably.

In association with:
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10” Mid and Deep sizes. See pg15 for order codes.

New

Icon Junior MidIcon Junior Deep



Cane Mounts
Cane mount clamps fix to the tubing of wheelchairs and have various size options 
depending on the diameter of the tubing. They help in fixing the lateral to the right 
point where support is needed. 

Track Mounting System 
The track mount is mounted on the back of a wheelchair and has a track wherein the 
height of the lateral can be adjusted as and when support is needed at different points  
in the trunk area. 

All Season Bracket 
The All Season mount is width adjustable without tools. It can be adjusted as and 
when needed within a range of 4”, and locks in place where necessary. They can be 
used throughout the year catering for seasonal clothing changes and can be adjusted 
any time, any where. Other Mounts available include Planar Mounts and manufacturer-
specific Seating System Mounts.

Lateral Hardware and Lateral Mounts
Stealth offers laterals in tiny sizes for kids which are made of strong and durable metal 
and are easy to mount. The lateral hardware comes in a thin version, hence can be fitted 
easily where needed without losing its strength, flexibility and function. The lateral 
hardware is attached to a lateral mount which holds the pad in place. 

Lateral Pads and Links
Stealth offers a choice of Niño Lateral Pads which are cushioned, hence comfortable 
and soft on the child’s skin. You can also add or remove links to increase the length 
and flexibility of mounting a lateral.

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

Stealth offers its Niño range which are not merely replicas of adult products in small sizes, but a 
range exclusively created for kids in little sizes to suit their special needs. The Niño Lateral range 
offers lateral trunk support to accommodate asymmetries. They act as hands supporting the 
trunk area where needed. What makes these laterals the world’s best laterals is the ability to 
adjust the links so that they can get to the right point to support and stay there. These laterals 
swing 180 degrees away from the body for easy transfers, but retain position when brought back, 
without losing their actual settings.

What are Laterals made up of? 
 
Laterals are a combination of mounting brackets that mount onto the wheelchair to hold the lateral in place, lateral 
hardware, and a lateral mount to support the pad. To cater to the need of the child and to work with various types of 
wheelchairs, Stealth offers a range of mounting options, lateral mounts, and lateral hardware. 
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TWBNL-2X3 Lateral Niño Pad  2x3

TWBNL-3X3 Lateral Niño Pad  3x3

TWBNL-3X5 Lateral Niño Pad  3x5

TWBNL-6X1 Lateral Niño Pad  6x1

TWBNL-2X3-G Lateral Niño Gel Pad  2x3

TWBNL-3X3-G Lateral Niño Gel Pad  3x3

TWBNL-6X1-G Lateral Niño Gel Pad  6x1

Niño Lateral Pads



Monoflex
The Monoflex is an exceptional dynamic belt which can be used to support the chest 
or the abdominal area. The comfortable, high strength elastic pad provides the right 
amount of stretch while maintaining substantial control. Versatile mounting hardware 
 fits any type of solid or sling chair back support. The Monoflex is an ideal upper body  
belt providing increased stability for transport. 

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

Stayflex

The Stayflex is a unique trunk support with a 
patented design encompassing a combination 
of materials, namely the proprietary elasticated 
material offering controlled stretch for dynamic 
movement, and the stabilising lower panel to limit 
stretching and riding up. It is the safest shoulder 
harness for kids as it allows dynamic movement, 
yet supports the trunk region and does not ride up, 
thus safer than many butterfly harnesses. 

Unparalleled Strength and Performance - 
Safer than a butterfly harness

H Style Shoulder Harness 
Bodypoint’s H Style Shoulder Harness offers a 
laminar pad construction that contours to the 
body shape. The rounded edge binding is soft and 
wears comfortably, while the tapered shoulder 
pads provide a comfortable fit. The H Style 
shoulder harness has an adjustable sternum strap 
to ensure perfect fit, ideal for controlling strong 
and spastic movement. 

Trimline
The Trimline Shoulder Harness is made up of 
two independent padded straps which allow 
greater degrees of movement to the user around 
the chest area. It also can be used to help in 
promoting respiration by encouraging shoulder 
retraction while stabilising the trunk. The Trimline 
Harness is a great option for thinner trunks 
and for girls.

Pad Length Pad Width Part No.Size

S 155043.5” (89mm)15.50” (39cm)

XS 3” (76mm) 1552812.25” (31cm)

In association with:
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PivotFit™ Shoulder Harness
The form-fitting shape of the PivotFit™ Shoulder 
Harness offers optimal support and a comfortable 
fit, to suit individual needs. Curved laminar pads™ follow 
the contours of the shoulders and rib cage with a lowered 
sternum adjustment strap to reduce the risk of choking. 
Complete with a new buckle and refined sewing construction 
for easy care, the PivotFit™ presents a sleek, form-fitting 
look. Notable benefits include:

•  Easy cinching sternum strap for quick adjustments over 
bulky sweaters and jackets

•  25% greater pressure distribution than a traditional H-style 
Harness

The PivotFit™ Shoulder Harness 
is available in 2 tyles:

Standard PivotFit™
The standard non-stretch model, with 
its durable and easy-to-clean polyester 
covering, reduces movement to address 
serious positioning needs, such as severe 
kyphosis or trunk rotation.

Dynamic PivotFit™
The dynamic model uses our patented 
dual-zone technology to enhance 
comfort by allowing moderate shoulder 
movement without reducing support 
at the chest – ideal for helping manage 
spastic tone.

New

Bodypoint® Pivot Buckle 
is one of a kind. It is twice 
as strong as existing pivot 
buckles, and allows for 
precise pad placement to 
equalise tension for an 
ideal fit, and more comfort. 

New Buckle

Pivot Buckle 

Varilite Chest Harness
Dynamic movement is beneficial during functional activities,  
such as reaching, propelling, and is also important for children with 
spasticity. The Varilite Contoured Chest Harness is designed for an 
anatomically optimal fit giving the options of being static or allowing 
for dynamic movement with its dynamic positioning straps. Its 
contoured shape, moulded channels, and closed cell-foam pad allow 
the pads to curve, especially around natural contours making the 
chest harness very comfortable, but at the same time functional. 

Extra Extra 
Small sizes 

for 2-4  
year olds
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Icon Deep Back Support

42141 14” width with mounting hardware

12121 12” width with mounting hardware

12141 14” width with mounting hardware

Icon Mid Back SupportADI Back Support - Carbon Fibre series Low 10” Height
CFBR13LAF 13” width with fixed elite hardware

CFBR13LA2 13”width with 2 point PRO hardware

CFBR13LAR 13” width with quick release hardware

CFBR14LAF 14” width with fixed elite hardware

CFBR14LA2 14” width with 2 point PRO hardware

CFBR14LAR 14” width with quick release hardware

ADI Back Support - Carbon Fibre series Medium 13” Height
CFBR13MAF 13” width with fixed elite hardware

CFBR13MA2 13”width with 2 point PRO hardware

CFBR13MAR 13” width with quick release hardware

CFBR14MAF 14” width with fixed elite hardware

CFBR14MA2 14” width with 2 point PRO hardware

CFBR14MAR 14” width with quick release hardware

ADI Back Support - AL series Low 10” Active Contour
ALBR10LA2 10” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ALBR10LAR 10” width with quick release hardware

ALBR11LA2 11” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ALBR11LAR 11” width with quick release hardware

ALBR12LA2 12” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ALBR12LAR 12” width with quick release hardware

ALBR13LA2 13” width with 2 point PRO hardware
ALBR13LAR 13” width with quick release hardware

ALBR14LA2 14” width with quick release hardware

ALBR14LAR 14” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ADI Back Support - AL series Low 10” Deep Contour
ALBR10LD2 10” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ALBR10LDR 10” width with quick release hardware

ALBR11LD2 11” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ALBR11LDR 11” width with quick release hardware

ALBR12LD2 12” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ALBR12LDR 12” width with quick release hardware

ALBR13LD2 13” width with 2 point PRO hardware
ALBR13LDR 13” width with quick release hardware

ALBR14LD2 14” width with quick release hardware

ALBR14LDR 14” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ALBR12MA2 12” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ALBR12MAR 12” width with quick release hardware

ALBR13MA2 13” width with 2 point PRO hardware
ALBR13MAR 13”  width with quick release hardware
ALBR14MA2 14” width with 2 point PRO hardware
ALBR14MAR 14” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ADI Back Support - AL series Medium 13” Height Active Contour

ALBR12MD2 12” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ALBR12MDR 12” width with quick release hardware

ALBR13MD2 13” width with 2 point PRO hardware
ALBR13MDR 13”  width with quick release hardware
ALBR14MD2 14” width with 2 point PRO hardware
ALBR14MDR 14” width with 2 point PRO hardware

ADI Back Support - AL series Medium 13” Height Deep Contour

22121 12” width with mounting hardware

22141 14” width with mounting hardware

Icon Tall Back Support

TWBNL-L Niño Lateral Thoracic Articulating Adjustable Swing Away 
Hardware - Left Side (Pad And Tracks Not Included) 

TWBNL-R Niño Lateral Thoracic Articulating Adjustable Swing Away 
Hardware - Right Side (Pad And Tracks Not Included) 

Niño Lateral Thoracics - Lateral Thoracic Hardware

16204 X Small Std Bodypoint Stayflex front pull without zip

15924 X Small Std Bodypoint Stayflex rear pull without zip

16082 Small Std Bodypoint Stayflex front pull with zip

16167 Small Std Bodypoint Stayflex front pull without zip

16891 Small Std Bodypoint Stayflex rear pull with zip

15788 Small Std Bodypoint Stayflex rear pull without zip

15634 Small Std Bodypoint Shoulder Harness front pull

15559 Small Std Bodypoint Shoulder Harness rear pull

15856 Small Bodypoint Trimline Shoulder Harness front pull

15795 Small Bodypoint Trimline Shoulder Harness rear pull

15528 X Small Bodypoint Monoflex anterior trunk support

15504 Small Bodypoint Monoflex anterior trunk support

87115 X Small Varilite Contoured Chest Harness

87215 Small Varilite Contoured Chest Harness

Chest & Shoulder Harnesses

LTNHW500 Niño Lateral Thoracic 1” Cane Mount

LTNHW501 Niño Lateral Thoracic 3/4” Cane Mount

LTNHW502 Niño Lateral Thoracic 7/8” Cane Mount

LTNHW512 Niño Lateral Thoracic 1” Cane Mount Crescent Shaped

LTNHW513 Niño Lateral Thoracic 3/4” Cane Mount Crescent Shaped

LTNHW514 Niño Lateral Thoracic 7/8” Cane Mount Crescent Shaped

LTNHW504 Niño Lateral Thoracic All Season Mount

LTNHW505 Niño Lateral Thoracic Planar Mount

LTNHW509 Niño Lateral Thoracic All Season Mount for Curved Back

LTNHW510 Niño Lateral Thoracic Planar Mount for Curved Back

LNHW120 TWBL Niño Lateral Link Assembly 2-1/4” Long

SBHD231 7” Modular Single Slot Adjustment Track

Lateral Mounting Options

12101 10” Mid with mounting hardware

42101 10” Deep with mounting hardware

Icon Junior Back Support

PivotFit Shoulder Harness
11674 Extra Extra Small Standard PivotFit Front Pull

11193 Extra Extra Small Standard PivotFit Rear Pull

14842 Extra Small Standard PivotFit Front Pull

11254 Extra Small Standard PivotFit Rear Pull

11711 Small Standard PivotFit Front Pull

11414 Small Standard PivotFit Rear Pull

10974 Extra Extra Small Dynamic PivotFit Front Pull

10639 Extra Extra Small Dynamic PivotFit Rear Pull

11018 Extra Small Dynamic PivotFit Front Pull

10677 Extra Small Dynamic PivotFit Rear Pull

11056 Small Dynamic PivotFit Front Pull

10776 Small Dynamic PivotFit Rear Pull

   



Supporting the pelvis
It is very important to position and support a child’s pelvic region correctly since, 
as children grow a badly positioned pelvis can lead to the development of spinal 
deformities, and vice versa. BES offers a range of secondary support devices for better 
pelvic positioning, including lightweight cushions, laterals, the dynamic HipGrip®, 
and the Evoflex™, the ultimate evolution in pelvic positioning. It is time to move on 
from just Pelvic Stabilisation to Pelvic Positioning, and understand that seating is all 
about dynamic movement and not restraints. 

Hips
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Bodypoint and Varilite Pelvic positioning devices
Stabilising the pelvis is important, allowing it to have a degree of natural movement is equally 
necessary. Our products are specially designed to take these needs into consideration.

What makes Bodypoint pelvic positioning devices the best?  
Bodypoint pelvic positioning devices are made of proprietary webbing i.e webbing unique to Bodypoint, which is stiff enough to 
thread easily through the hardware, resist slipping, yet is soft on the skin. The tight weaved webbing resists ingress of food, dust, 
and bacteria, and is stain resistant, thus being an excellent option for children. The patented laminar pads contour to the body 
shape, preventing the risk of digging into soft tissues, and are made of a non-stretch fabric for pressure distribution along with a 
wrinkle free lining with a soft binding material giving maximum comfort - hence gentle on a the child’s skin, rather than digging 
into it. They also come with a choice of buckles that are low profile, lightweight, sleek, yet firm, durable, and easy to operate.  
They also come with options of adding a security cover on the push button options. 

Leg Harness 
Bodypoint’s leg harness offers assistance with leg abduction, reduces 
rotation and obliquities, and controls thrusting, while permitting 
upper body movement. It also permits anterior/posterior range of 
movement of the pelvis, often a desirable activity. 
• Low profile and non-obstructive
• Laminar pads reduce the risk of skin irritation
• Easily adjustable

In association with:

Varilite also offers a range of 2 point and 4 point pelvic positioning belts with different 
buckle options including the push button buckle, metal to metal side squeeze buckle, 
and moulded side squeeze buckle. The metal to metal side squeeze buckle requires more 
pressure to release, which acts as a safe option for children who are not meant to open 
buckles on their own, without parental guidance. The pads are made of soft breathable 
fabric and closed-cell foam which makes these really soft on the skin.

In association with:

Bodypoint has always been a pioneer in pushing 
back the frontiers with secondary positioning devices, 
offering a range of pelvic positioning belts with 
a variety of buckles with either two points or four 
points of attachment providing for individual needs. 
The two point and four point pelvic positioning belts 
come with the options of pull types such as centre 
pull, dual pull, or rear pull to correct various postural 
and positional issues such as pelvic obliquity, rotation 
and anterior/posterior tendencies.
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Bodypoint has been a pioneer of excellent design and innovation for 20 years, 
manufacturing high quality products for postural management and support. 
BES is the proud supplier of the Bodypoint range of products which caters to the  
positioning needs of the upper and lower body, as well as the pelvis. We understand 
the importance of seating equipment providing correct positioning, but also comfort 
and quality for the user.

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

What are the hassles 
with Hip Belts?
 
• Fall into wheels/onto floor and  
 get dirty
• Difficult for transfers as belts tend  
 to get entangled since they are  
 made from soft fabric
• Some belts lack hook and loop  
 which gives flexibility to add further  
 cushioning at the sub ASIS region.

Every problem has a solution, 
and BES Rehab is proud to present 
one solution for all your Hip Belt 
problems: Evoflex™ - Taking hassles 
away from Pelvic Positioning Belts

Option 1  
Evoflex™ end caps and 
screws - direct mounting. 
These sets of screws come 
with the Evoflex™

Option 2 
Mounting Evoflex™ with 
a Mounting Bracket Kit

Option 3 
Mounting Evoflex™ with 
a Band Clamp

Mounting options for Evoflex™ 
Can be easily mounted on almost any wheelchair with a variety of mounting options:

New

In association with:

Our customers have always known us for the adult range of Bodypoint products, but 
we also wish to highlight the depth of the range available to fulfil your kids’ needs too. 

The Evoflex™ from Bodypoint is an evolution in pelvic positioning. The biggest advantage 
of the Evoflex™ is that it does not fall into the dirty zone of a chair, and is ready to hand.

The Evoflex™ is a combination of three innovative designs - the Bodypoint  push button 
buckle, which is durable, small and sleek, and incorporates improved functionality;  
the sub ASIS pads which can be attached to the hook and loop material of the Evoflex™ 
padding for better control of the pelvis at the ASIS; and the uniquely designed end straps 
and mounting system which keeps the belt from falling into the wheels. The end straps 
accommodate for adjustments depending on the size of the child, and can be mounted 
on almost any wheelchair. The Evoflex™ also can be pivoted away to facilitate transfers. 

What makes the Evoflex™ the best choice?
• Unique, stiffened end straps keep the Evoflex™ from twisting or falling into the wheels
• Slim, tapered strap design improves stability by allowing a closer fit
• Simple, low-profile fastener fits into even the tightest places
• Sub ASIS Pads can be attached to the Hook and Loop backing to achieve 
 greater pelvic control
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Varilite is dedicated toward making premium and innovative seating solutions to enhance the 
lifestyle of customers. Through their Air Foam Flotation technology - a combination of air and foam, 
Varilite products deliver excellent stability, comfort, and pressure distribution in an ultra-lightweight 
seating solution. Varilite offers a range of cushions, backs, hip belts, laterals and accessories.  
BES Rehab Ltd is the proud distributors of the Varilite range in the UK and Australia. 

What makes a Varilite 
cushion the right choice?

Air Foam Technology
The air in Varilite cushions supports 
the load, while the foam keeps the 
air where it is needed, preserves 
shape, and prevents the cushion from 
bottoming out. This combination of 
air, supporting most of the weight, 
and a low density foam holding air 
where needed, makes the Varilite 
cushion light weight. 

Cover
The cover is an essential component 
of the Varilite cushion as it enhances 
pressure distribution and promotes 
the circulation of air and water 
vapour, thus assisting the preservation 
of healthy skin tissue. The cover comes 
in options of mesh or incontinence. 
The cover helps protect the cushion 
from punctures, burns, and soiling. 

Two-Way Stretch Bond 
Fabric
The foam of the cushion is bonded to 
a two way fabric to allow maximum 
contouring and immersion of the 
body into the cushion.

Self-inflating
Varilite cushions incorporate a self-
inflating valve, that is easy to use and 
set-up without the need for using a 
pump. Varilite also offers the Reflex 
cushion which has an inner valve that 
automatically adjusts the pressure 
and air flow which allows the 
cushion to contour to the  
client’s body.

Varilite Reflex is specially designed for clients who are at moderate risk of skin breakdown. 
Therapists value the Reflex because the set amount of immersion conforms to their 
client’s body, providing comfort and added stability. The Reflex Foam is perforated in the 
sacral-ischial area for maximum protection of the decubitus-sensitive area of the ITs.  
The Reflex foam is bonded to a puncture and water resistant polyester fabric for strength 
and durability. 

A built in air-release device automatically releases a portion of air when the client sits on 
the cushion, which allows for fixed immersion and prevents bottoming out. When weight 
is taken off the cushion, it automatically re-inflates, thus making the cushion easy to use. 
This is a great option for kids as it doesn’t involve any fiddling with pumps to refill air,  
as well as it comes with an incontinence cover. 

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes
In association with:
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Varilite Reflex Cushion

Varilite Evolution Cushion

The first goal of any cushion in seating is comfort. The Varilite Evolution cushion not only 
gives superior comfort, but also provides positioning stability and pressure distribution. 
This cushion is ultralight, which is really important for children with manual wheelchairs, 
and it also provides stability and positioning support which is essential for children with 
compromised sitting balance or ones who need to be transferred frequently. Multi-stiffness 
foam provides support as the child is immersed in the cushion, along with medial and lateral 
support which minimise internal and external lower extremity rotation. Pelvic bucketing and 
a pre-ischial ridge help to maintain the position of the pelvis, and thigh troughs promote a 
neutral femoral position. 



Hip Grip® 2
Following the success of the original Hip Grip® in providing postural support and improved reach 
for many wheelchair users, Bodypoint has now launched Hip Grip® 2. The concept is that of a 
pelvic ‘exoskeleton’ which brings to the user increased stability and control at the pelvis – the 
‘seat’ of posture control for the seated person. The Hip Grip® allows the user to reach forward, 
and an elastomer spring then helps bring the pelvis back into a neutral position. An added 
advantage is that, at the same time, the lateral wings of the Hip Grip® provide added lateral 
stability, allowing improved sideways and downwards reach. 

The Hip Grip®, when used on children, can be used as an assessment and therapeutic tool to promote postural control and reach, as 
well as to assess lateral, anterior, and posterior stability. In clinical trials it was seen that after using the Hip Grip®,  forward, lateral, and 
downward reach showed improvement. The Hip Grip® not only promotes pelvic stability, but also allows for natural dynamic movement 
of the pelvis. The elastomer spring of the Hip Grip® acts as hands for kids who are unable to lift themselves up, and helps to bring their 
pelvis back into position.

Contraindications
Care should be taken if prescribing 

for users with:

• Obesity

• Osteogenesis Imperfecta

• No pelvic mobility

• Pressure sores

• Implants, GI tubes, etc in the 

 pelvic area

Appropriate medical conditions
Muscle weakness, including:

• Multiple sclerosis

• Muscular dystrophies

• ALS/MND

• Cerebral palsy

• Spinal injury

Head Shoulders Hips and Toes

In association with:

The Sub-ASIS Pads fit
in the Sub-ASIS notch
and create firm 
circumferential support

Pivot Brackets
provide dynamic
motion increasing
functional reach

Quick Releases allows easy 
removal for transport or  
transfer between chairs

Gel injected sacral pad
resists deterioration
from compression and
provides optimal user 
comfort
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10615 X Small Plastic Side Release

11612 X Small Metal Push Button

18666 Small Push Button Standard Cover

19663 Small Push Button Security Cover

11841 Small Rehab Latch

10684 Small Plastic Side Release

11407 Small Compact Push Button

Bodypoint Two Point Padded Hip Belts - Centre Pull

13487 X Small Plastic Side Release

13241 X Small Metal Push Button

18802 Small Push Button

13883 Small Rehab Latch

13524 Small Plastic Side Release

12800 Small Compact Push Button

Bodypoint Four Point Padded Hip Belts - Centre Pull

Bodypoint Two Point Padded Hip Belts - Non Padded

10073 X Small Plastic Side Release

12084 XSmall Plastic Side Release

11926 Small Plastic Side Release

Bodypoint Two Point Padded Hip Belts - Dual Pull

13197 XSmall Plastic Side Release

13067 Small Plastic Side Release

Bodypoint Four Point Padded Hip Belts - Dual Pull

14019 X Small Metal Push Button Centre Pull

14062 X Small Plastic Side Release Dual Pull

Bodypoint Hook and Loop Compatible Hip Belts

12633 X Small Plastic Side Release

12671 X Small Metal Push Button

18758 Small Push Button Standard Cover

17034 Small Rehab Latch

12275 Small Plastic Side Release

12473 Small Compact Push Button

Bodypoint Two Point Padded Hip Belts - Rear Pull

13647 X Small Plastic Side Release

13760 X Small Metal Push Button

18796 Small Push Button

17140 Small Rehab Latch

13685 Small Plastic Side Release

13364 Small Compact Push Button

Bodypoint Four Point Padded Hip Belts - Rear Pull

83012 X Small Metal Side Squeeze

83112 Small Metal Side Squeeze

85012 X Small Plastic Side Squeeze

85112 Track Plate and Track combo

Varilite Two Point Padded Hip Belt - Single Pull

83016 X Small Metal Side Squeeze

83116 Small Metal Side Squeeze

85016 X Small Plastic Side Squeeze

85116 Track Plate and Track combo

Varilite Two Point Padded Hip Belt - Reverse Pull

73522 12x12 Reflex with Incontinence Cover

05534 12x12 Reflex Spare Cover

73524 12x14 Reflex with Incontinence Cover

05535 12x14 Reflex Spare Cover

73544 14x14 Reflex with Incontinence Cover

05536 14x14 Reflex Spare Cover

Varilite Reflex Cushions

14095 X Small Pivot mount Belt Push Button
14088 Small Pivot Mount Belt Push Button

14361 Small Pad Set

14903 Small Sub ASIS pads

14194 Light Tension Spring (pair)

14200 Medium Tension Spring (pair)(incl in 14323)

14217 Heavy Tension Spring (pair)

14637 Quick Release (2 req. Do not use with 14262)

14545 Frame Clamp 7/8” (4 req.)

14576 Frame Clamp 1” (4 req.)

14224 Adapter Plates, Flat Multi Hole (Pair)

14231 Adapter Plates, 1/2” Offset per side (Pair)

14248 Adapter Plates, 1” Offset per side (Pair)

14262 Mounting Brkt Kit, L-Shaped w/fasteners

14279 Spreader Plates 5”

14316 Spreader Plates 6”

Bodypoint Hip Grip® 2

Bodypoint Leg Harness

14312 Small Leg Harness

Bodypoint Evoflex™

19083 X Small Metal Push Button

85014 X Small Metal Side Squeeze

85114 Small Metal Side Squeeze

85118 Small Plastic Side Squeeze

Varilite Four Point Hip Belt

72410 12x14 Evolution with Mesh cover

72420 12x14 Evolution with Incontinence cover

04623 12x14 Spare Cover Mesh

04624 12x14 Spare Cover Incontinence
74410 14x14 Evolution with Mesh cover

74420 14x14 Evolution with Incontinence cover

04643 14x14 Spare Cover Mesh

04644 14x14 Spare Cover Incontinence

Varilite Evolution Cushions
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Lower Body positioning 
It is essential to position the lower body correctly, as the lower body affects the positioning 
of the pelvis, balance of the body, and freedom of movement of the upper body.

Adductors
Just as there are times when a youngster needs thigh abductors 
to help keep their femurs appropriately aligned for the hip joints, 
there are times when it is appropriate to have lateral supports in 
place to stop the legs abducting too far. Stealth Adductor Pad  
and mounting hardware cover your needs in this arena as well. 

Much of the hardware offered for thoracic lateral supports can 
also be used for mounting adduction pads. Thus you can offer 
either fixed position or swingaway mounts for the pads.

TWBADD-3x6 Thigh Support Pad 3X6  

TWBADD-4x10 Thigh Support Pad 4X10 

TWBADD-4X12 Thigh Support Pad 4X12

TWBADD-4X4 Thigh Support Pad 4X4

TWBADD-4x6 Thigh Support Pad 4X6

TWBADD-4X8 Thigh Support Pad 4X8

LHW-129 TWBL Lateral Link Assembly 2-1/4” Long

Adductor Pads

LPN400-L Niño Lateral Pelvic Fixed Mount Hardware - Left Side, Pad Included 

LPN400-R Niño Lateral Pelvic Fixed Mount Hardware - Right Side, Pad Included

LPN410-L Niño Lateral Pelvic Fixed Modular Hardware - Left Side, Pad Included

LPN410-R Niño Lateral Pelvic Fixed Modular Hardware - Right Side, Pad Included

LPN420-L Niño Swing Away Lateral Pelvic/Thigh Package - Left Side (Pad Not Included)

LPN420-R Niño Swing Away Lateral Pelvic/Thigh Package - Right Side (Pad Not Included)

LPN430-L Niño Lateral Pelvic Removable Hardware - Left Side (Pad Not Included) 

LPN430-R Niño Lateral Pelvic Removable Hardware - Right Side (Pad Not Included)

Niño Adductor

LPNHW400 Niño Lateral Pelvic 1” Cane Mount

LPNHW401 Niño Lateral Pelvic 3/4” Cane Mount 

LPNHW402 Niño Lateral Pelvic 7/8” Cane Mount

LPNHW404 Niño Lateral Pelvic All Season Mount

LPNHW405 Niño Lateral Pelvic Planar Mount

LPNHW406 Niño Lateral Pelvic 20 Degree Adjustable Pad Mount

LNHW120 TWBL Niño Lateral Link Assembly 2-1/4” Long

LPNHW407 Niño Full Surface Contact Feature

Niño Adductor Mounting

Adjustable Medial Modification
As a part of the abductor range, Stealth offers a new Adjustable Medial Pad Modification, which allows adjustment of the 
pad in multiple angles and planes. The purpose of this adjustment is to allow for a more natural fit, and comfort for the user. 
This adjustable modification system is compatible with MTHW-600, MTHW-610, and comes with 3x5 pads – slip covers.

Medial Thigh Support - Abductor
The Medial Thigh Support is a popular piece of hardware used 
as a part of lower body positioning to separate the legs or thigh 
region (abductors), improving hip alignment, positioning the pelvis 
correctly, and promoting better posture.  
 
Medial Thigh Supports are available with Oval or Wedge shape 
pads with fixed or flip down hardware, depending on needs.  
There is also a version where each side of the thighs can be 
positioned independently.

MTHW-600 Removable Fixed

MTHW-610 Removable Flip down

MTHW-620 Fixed flip down link style

MTHW-630 Removable flip down link style

Hardware

MTHW-23 2-3” (5.8 - 7.6cm)

MTHW-34 3-4” (7.6 - 10.1cm)

MTHW-45 4-5” (10.1 - 12.7cm)

Hardware Adapter for MTHW-600 and MTHW610

MTMD-12 Small Wedge Pad

MTMD-32 Small Wedge Pad with knee cutout

Wedge Pad

MTMD-21 X Small Oval Pad

MTMD-22 Small Oval Pad

Oval Pad

Adjustable Medial Modification

MTMD-42 Adjustable Medial Pad Modification
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18345 X Small Hook/Loop, Adj. Mounting

18376 X Small Side Release, Adj. Mounting

18406 Small Hook/Loop, Adj. Mounting

18437 Small Side Release, Adj. Mounting

Ankle Huggers

Ankle Huggers and Footplate
Ankle Huggers are Bodypoint’s original patented solution for 
stabilising the feet while allowing controlled movement. They 
reduce joint stress by holding above the ankle, and greatly 
improve comfort and tolerance for positioning. The downward 
pull encourages plantar reflexes. Engineered for outstanding fit 
and lasting quality with Bodypoint’s patented Laminar Pad™ 
and proprietary webbing, Ankle Huggers are the most secure 
means available for holding the feet in position. Ankle Huggers 
are attached to footplates, and BES Rehab offers a heavy gauge 
aluminium footplate with a tough, non-skid nylon surface which  
is durable, stable and helps the feet stay in place.

Aeromesh Calf Panels and Calf Straps
Aeromesh Calf Panels and Calf Straps are made of Bodypoint’s 
proprietary Aeromesh fabric which allows air flow while 
maintaining shape for better pressure distribution. The fabric 
is bonded to a durable stiffener and replaces former padded 
and un-padded calf panels. Aeromesh Calf straps provide 
comfortable support, keeping feet safely on the footplate.  
Calf Panels and Calf Straps are available in small sizes.

16921 Small Calf Panel

16402 Small Calf Strap

Aeromesh
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Band-It
Varilite offers a dynamic foot positioning strap 
called Band-It which allows freedom of ankle 
movement, preventing joint stiffening. For children 
with extensor tone, the dynamic component keeps 
the foot in place, while maintaining flexion at the 
ankle. The dynamic element can be adjusted to the 
child’s needs for control and range of movement.

17942 Small L-Shaped 8.5” (22cm) Tube Length

17966 Small L-Shaped 12.5” (32cm) Tube Length

18024 Small Fulcrum Ø3/4” 19mm (Tube) Brackets,  8.5” (22cm) Tube Length

18048 Small Fulcrum 8.5” (22cm) Tube Length

18062 Small Fulcrum Quickie 12.5” (32cm) Tube Length

18147 Small Adjustable Angle Footplate Kit

Adjustable Angle Footplate Kits

14651 Ø3/4” (19mm) x Ø7/8” (22mm)

14668 Ø3/4” (19mm) x 1” (25mm)

Mounting Clamp

Footplate Clamp

17911 Ø3/4” (19mm) Adjustable and lockable for absolute stability

17928 Small

17942 Small Kit, Adjustable Angle, 8.5” Tubes

17966 Small Kit, Adjustable Angle, 12.5” Tubes

18024 Small Kit, Fulcrum Adjustable, 8.5” Tubes

18048 Small Kit, Fulcrum Adjustable, 12.5” Tubes

Footplate

Adjustable-angle Footplates
Adjustable-angle Footplates accommodate contractures, deformities, 
amputation, and leg length discrepancies. Adjusting the angle, and 
lowering or raising footplates can help correct postural issues such as 
knee flexion or extension and unequal lower legs. Correcting lower 
extremities can correct pelvic and upper body positioning.  
The Fulcrum option provides for repositioning in the frontal axis, 
and thus allow for the feet to be positioned in any position in space, 
allowing for more extreme positioning than the standard brackets.

Fulcrum QuickieFulcrum Ø3/4” 19mm (Tube) 
Brackets

L-Shaped

89003 X Small Ankle Support Side Squeeze (4-6”)

89000 Small Ankle Support Side Squeeze (6-9”)

Varilite Band-It

Adjustable Angle Footplate Kit Mounting Clamp Footplate Clamp



Terms and Conditions

Customer Service
BES Rehab Ltd
0845 1300 237
+44 1179 666 761
info@besrehab.net

Payment Information
We accept Cheque, Visa, MasterCard, or Debit Card,  
or Payment over the Internet from our website.

Claims
Invoices are dispatched at the same time as the goods. 
All claims for non-receipt are to be made within seven 
days of invoice date. If proof of delivery may be required 
this needs to be stated at the time of ordering, and there 
will be an additional P&P charge for this.

Terms
Please note that all prices are quoted exclusive of:
• Carriage
• VAT
• Consultancy charges
• Fitting charges

When ordering directly from BES Rehab Ltd, please add 
£10.00 + VAT per order, to cover postage and packaging. 
Prices are subject to change without notice. Call out 
charges of £150 + VAT will be applied for more than one 

visit/consultancy, after goods have been delivered or fitted.
Returns
Customers must contact BES Rehab Ltd within 30 days 
of the purchase date for a required return authorization 
number. All returns are subject to a 15% restocking fee, 
plus applicable freight charges.

Past Due Accounts
Past due invoices will incur finance charges 10% late 
payment surcharge and interest of 3% per month or 
part of month.

Warranties
All products manufactured by Bodypoint carry a limited 
lifetime warranty against defects in workmanship and 
materials arising under normal use by the original 
consumer. Product specifications are subject to change. 
For current specifications and warranty details, see the 
website at www.bodypoint.com.

All hardware manufactured by Stealth carry 5 years 
warranty, Egg Switches carry 1 year warranty and all 
headrests/ head supports carry 6 months warranty.

All Varilite products carry a 2 year warranty against 
manufacturers defects excluding covers which carry  
1 year warranty.

Limitations on Warranties
The warranties described herein do not extend to 
products that have been subject to misuse, accident or 
tampering, nor to products that have been modified in 
any way other than that specifically described in the 
product instructions.

The foregoing warranties are in lieu of all other 
warranties expressed or implied, including without 
limitation, implied warranties of merchantability and 
fitness for a particular purpose. In no event shall BES 
Rehab Ltd be liable for any special, indirect, incidental 
or consequential losses or damages resulting from the 
use of the product, including without limitation, loss 
of anticipated profits, even if BES Rehab Ltd shall have 
been advised of the possibility of such potential loss or 
damage. BES Rehab Ltd shall not be liable for any loss  
or damage caused by delay in furnishing product.

BES Rehab Ltd does not authorize any distributor, dealer, 
agent, sales person or any third party to change the terms 
or coverage of this warranty, and any such change shall 
be null and void. This warranty is non-transferable. This 
warranty information is reprinted here for information 
purposes only and is subject to change without notice.
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